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INTRODUCTION
This User Guide describes functions in the Trapper Application of CalTrap. The intended audience is
Pest Detection Trappers.
CalTrap has two components:
1. Administrator App – this is the desktop browser app used to manage county pest trapping and
support data and perform supervisor functions such as daily reports, IPHIS download and staff
assignments. This app is accessed through a viewer. Please see CalTrap Administrator App User
Guide for more information on this application.
2. Trapper App – this is the iPad app used to service traps in the field. The User Guide you are
reading covers this App only.

Supervisor
App
Application

Trapper
App

Browser-based app used
to maintain county data
and perform mgmt functions
Each county has its own viewer

iPad app used to service
traps in the field

Figure 1: Two Components of CalTrap
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CalTrap Trapper app allows you to service traps in the field without using trapping books. You’ll use the
interactive map on your iPad to capture trap servicing data and submit your Daily Trapping Summary at
the end of your workday.
CalTrap recently underwent a platform upgrade that allows the iPad to be used offline, in the field
without a data connection. All trap servicing data captured in the field while offline will be uploaded to
CalTrap at the end of the day.
It’s important to always start and end your day in an area with a strong network connection. When
starting your day, you will download trap servicing assignments from the main CalTrap database to your
iPad. During the day, you will be working offline and the trap servicing data are stored in your iPad.
When ending your day, you will upload your trap servicing data from your iPad to the main CalTrap
database.
In addition to the ability to work offline, you can also work with various subgrids for different trapping
programs, including quints 5x5, 4x4 and 3x3 subgrids.

GETTING STARTED WITH TRAPPER APP
STEPS TO GET STARTED
To get started with CalTrap Trapper, follow these steps:
1. Complete training by viewing all Trapper training video sections at http://caltrapinfo.com/training
2. Request an ArcGIS account (See Request ArcGIS Account in User Management below)
3. Login to your county’s CalTrap Trapper URL for the first time; set up security question
4. Request access to your county’s CalTrap applications
5. Install (or confirm) CalTrap Trapper application on your iPad
6. Contact CalTrap Help Desk at (916) 654-1211 for additional assistance
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MOBILE DEVICE REQUIREMENTS
CalTrap operates only on iOS devices such as an Apple iPad. iOS was chosen for stability and the
application framework available for our mobile mapping needs. There is no support for Android or
Windows at this time.
Each county manages their iPads and may have their own Mobile Device Management requirements.
Some recommendations from the CalTrap team:
a. Use an iPad Pro with cellular LTE
b. Maximum memory on the iPad Pro will ensure the best experience while using CalTrap
offline
c. Select a single model for all trappers
d. Avoid a screen size smaller than 10”
IMPORTANT REMINDER: DO NOT ADJUST THE LTE SETTINGS ON YOUR IPAD WITHOUT CALTRAP
GUIDANCE. The CalTrap software vendor recommends this because changing settings can cause unpredictable
CalTrap behavior.

iOS
If you are accessing the Trapper app on your iPad, CalTrap will operate best on the most current iOS
version (14.3 as of publication date). CalTrap will continue to support iOS 12.x and will support iOS 13.x
but it is recommended that you update to 14.3 for best performance.

INSTALLING TRAPPER APP
Check with your Supervisor if CalTrap needs to be installed on your iPad. Different counties follow
different mobile device management protocols. Depending on your county IT policy, you may not have
permission to install new apps.

Installation Options
Your county may have chosen one of these options for installation:
1. Your County IT Department installs CalTrap
Your county IT department may have installed CalTrap on your iPad. In this case, confirm with
your supervisor that you have been given a User Account to access CalTrap on your iPad. If you
don’t have a User Account, see Getting Access to CalTrap (a later section of this document) and
work with your supervisor.
2. You install CalTrap
If your county allows you to install the app yourself, you may have the following installation
options available to you:
a) Launch the App Store icon on your iPad and search for CalTrap; follow the instructions to
download and install
b) Scan the QR code provided by your county or the CalTrap Help Desk (if available); follow
instructions to install
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Trust the App on Your iPad
Note: If you launch CalTrap and see the following error, you will need to “Trust” the CalTrap app on your
iPad.

To “Trust” the application:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Close CalTrap
Go to Settings >> General >> Profiles and Device Management (Or “Device Management”)
Tap on the arrow next to (Name of County as seen in the “Untrusted” error text)
Tap Trust this application
Launch CalTrap
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LOGIN
To log into CalTrap, launch the CalTrap app on your iPad by tapping the icon. Login with the ArcGIS
credentials provided to you by your supervisor or CalTrap representative.
If you are logging in for the first time and aren’t authorized for your county yet, CalTrap will display a
request form for you to request access. Once you have access, every time you log in, you’ll see your
workday displayed.
The following login is displayed. Note that you have the option to change your password here. Enter
your ArcGIS User Name and Password, and tap Sign In.

Figure 2: Login Page
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LANDING PAGE
This is the initial display you will see when you log in:

Trapper
Functions on
Left Side

Interactive Map of
Your County
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Your login info will be displayed at the top left.
If you have seen the CalTrap map in the Administrator app before, you’ll notice that the map looks a
little different on the iPad. Generally, you’ll use the map in the same way as the Administrator app
does.
Once logged in, your county’s map will display along with a menu on the left side of your screen titled:
Trapping Activities.

You’ll see menu functions available to the Trapper:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Search
Start/End Work
Trapping Dashboard
Manage Hosts
Host Advisor
Manage Sites
Trap Shelf
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“I WANT TO” FUNCTION

Use this button to return to main menu functions and to sign out of CalTrap.

SEARCH FUNCTION

Use the Search box to search for data within CalTrap such as trapping site addresses, grids and traps.
You can search by part of a term. For example, to find trapping sites on “Fairside Way” enter “Fair” and
all parcels on Fairside Way will show in the results list.
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Here’s a search example for “Malibu”:
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DATA LAYERS
As you zoom in and out on the map, you will see different data layers visible on the map. For example,
the Trapping Sites layer is only visible when you zoom in close enough to see houses. The screenshots
below show data layers at different zoom levels.
Station and Grids (Displayed when you first log in):
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Trap layer:
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Dog layer (This snapshot includes Refusal trapping sites):
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Sites and Hosts:

MAP VISUALS
Here are some of the map icons you can tap to interact with. When you tap the icon, CalTrap will display
details about the item.
Yellow Site - Viable site for hosting traps; trapping permission has been granted
Red Lines on a Site – Refusal site; trapping permission has been denied
Green Site – A site you have selected (address will be displayed)
Grey Site – Site that has been previously used
Circle – Hosts or trees (colored to closely match tree type)
Dog – a dog is present on the trapping site
Square – McPhail trap
Triangle –Jackson trap
Orange Trap – Needs servicing
Green Trap – Does not need attention
Red Trap – Needs attention (either the trap is not serviceable or is late to be serviced)
Alert Box (In Center of display) – Warning or error from CalTrap
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WORKING WITH DROPDOWN MENUS ON AN IPAD
To select from a dropdown box on your iPad, scroll through selections at the bottom of your screen, then
tap “Done.”
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START WORK
Always start your day in the office or a place that allows Wi-Fi connectivity for CalTrap.
To start your day:
1. Tap Start Work on the Main Menu. You’ll see information about your workday
displayed
2. Select your Route (The default route displayed will be your assigned route. You

may see a list of routes that are assigned to you; however, you can only start
work on one route at a time)
3. CalTrap remembers the vehicle you used yesterday. So if you’re using the same vehicle,
no action is required. If a different vehicle is being used, select the new vehicle ID. If
you don’t see your vehicle listed here, contact your supervisor, who will assign it to you
in their desktop CalTrap
4. Enter the Starting Odometer
5. Tap Start Work
CalTrap will immediately begin downloading map data and layers to your iPad, and you will
receive a confirmation message when it’s complete. On a fast connection, it may take 2-3
minutes for the iPad to finish downloading information, so you can keep working on other
morning prep activities while this processes. The larger the route, the longer it will take

to download the offline data. Also, keep in mind that the first time you load the
maps and go offline, it will take much longer because it’s the initial load. As you use
the app more, the download time will be faster.
** It’s extremely important that you allow ALL layers to download to your iPad before you start your
workday. If not, CalTrap’s behavior is unpredictable and you may be at risk of losing the work you do
that day in the field. Make sure you see the confirmation message before you set out on your route.

Once you start work and the data layers are downloaded, tap Trapping Dashboard. Your day’s work is
now displayed. You are offline and can start working on your route.
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*Note: CalTrap won’t let you access Trapping Dashboard before you Start Work:

Note: If you correctly Ended Work on the prior day, you’ll see these displays exactly as shown.
If you did NOT properly End Work for the prior day, you will see yesterday’s End Work screen.
You’ll have to complete the end of yesterday’s work in in order to move on with today’s work.
Or you can switch to a different user account.
Also, if your county doesn’t have Wi-Fi and you use an LTE connection for downloading data,
it’s going to take longer. When downloading layers on an LTE connection, it can take a while
over a 4G network (15-20 minutes). Be sure to plan ahead for this time if necessary.

If a vehicle breaks down or otherwise becomes unusable, you must Stop Work (described in a separate
section) and Start Work again with the new vehicle.
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TRAPPING DASHBOARD
To get started trapping, tap on the Trapping Dashboard to see the traps needing service on
your route today. You’ll see the traps listed by Book. Tap the checkbox next to each book to
display book details. You only need to check the book that you’re working on today.

WORK IS ORGANIZED BY BOOK
Your route will be highlighted in yellow in the map and you will see a list of the books within the route in
the Detail Display/Entry area.
1. Select the day’s book by tapping the box next to it. The grids for the book you checked will be
highlighted on the map. (Merged grids will be outlined in blue)
2. Tap Open Book at the bottom of the screen. When you open the book, your map will zoom in,
and that book is now highlighted in yellow. You will see a list of Grids in the Detail Display/Entry
area
3. Select the desired Grid and tap Open Grid at the bottom of the screen
4. CalTrap will zoom in to show the sites that need servicing
5. Select the desired site and tap Open Site at the bottom of the screen. CalTrap displays info
about the site and trap(s) located on the site, including Last Inspected, Last Replaced and Last
Relocated dates
6. To continue with Trap Servicing, see Service a Trap on p.26. To deploy a trap, see Deploy a Trap
section below
An optional way to get to your traps is to zoom to the site you want on the map.
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GEOFENCING
While working with traps, keep in mind that CalTrap has geofencing which will send an alert to a trapper if
they are not within 500 feet of the trap when they service it. This is a soft rule, so the trapper can service the
trap if they are not within 500 feet and this will be logged.

DEPLOY A TRAP
Note: Since this is a new application that replaces trapping books, all traps need to be added from
the books so that CalTrap is aware of them. We use a feature called Deploy Trap to add traps to
CalTrap. Traps to be deployed will be chosen based on the book you are working for the day. Even if
paperwork says a trap is being serviced, you will service the trap in real life, but you will use the iPad
and Deploy Trap to add it to CalTrap. This way, in two weeks all of the traps will be accessible in the
iPad.
To deploy a trap:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

Click on Manage Sites in the Main Menu (or zoom to site and tap the site)
Click on Modify Single Site in the Detail Display/Entry area
Click on a Site in the Map to display information about the Site, including address,
comments and hosts. Confirm that the address is correct for hanging the trap
Click on a specific Host in the Detail Display/Entry area to display information about
the host and give you and a button to Deploy Trap
Click on Deploy Trap
Enter the Pest Type and select the pest type at the bottom of the screen
If you are deploying multiple traps to the same host, tap the button that says Deploy
Another Trap before you tap Save. (The button will turn green and will keep you on
the Deployment display, allowing you to enter another trap if desired)
If not deploying another trap, tap Save

Note: Please be patient and tap “Deploy Trap” only once. Clicking deploy multiple times will add new
traps of the same kind to the same tree. The symbolization for the trap will overlap and you won’t be
able to distinguish which trap will have a record history and which traps were just added.

Note: Deployment will generally start the clock over, but for purposes of implementing CalTrap,
servicing, will be based on the paper books for now. That is, if this trap will be scheduled for relocation in
one week, the following week, when the trapper is managing the trap, it will be relocated but logged as
a deployment in the CalTrap System.
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Map display when tapping on a host:
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Map display when tapping on “Deploy Trap”:
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SERVICE A TRAP
1.
2.
3.
4.

Tap on the site
Tap the trap host in the map
You will see all the traps for the host in the Detail Display/Entry area
Tap on the trap you want to service. CalTrap will display the Trap Type and Dates of last
servicing activities on the trap
5. Tap on the button near the bottom of the page for one of the following:
❖ Service
❖ Unable to Service
❖ New Trap
❖ Remove
❖ Relocate
❖ Rotate
Check top of screen for Actions Required - Inspect, Replace, Rebait, Relocate

Even if a service is not listed as required in CalTrap, it can still be serviced. If a new bait is needed, tap
the appropriate service.

DOCUMENTING SAMPLES
1. Tap Service
2. Tap Inspected and Baited or New Insert (depending on trap type)
a. No Samples – Use when the trap had captured no samples then Save
b. Document Samples – This choice will give you a drop-down list for entering sample
(pest) type, and how many of each
c. If more than one pest type was found, tap Add Samples to add another sample. After
you enter your last pest, tap Save. If needed, tap Remove Selected Sample to back out
of a single sample collection, then tap Save
d. Skip Samples – select this if you were unable to take samples, such as the trap was
damaged. Select a reason, then Save. If you select “Other” as a reason, type in the
reason in the box shown, then tap Save

If you tapped Add Sample instead of Save after your last entry, IT WILL DUPLICATE the last
pest, and you will need to Remove the duplicate before Saving. To avoid this - before saving,
please take a few seconds to review your entry. If you see values in Sample Type and Number
of Samples that are also listed in the Samples Documented list, it will duplicate when you save.
To fix this:
1. Select the duplicated entry in the sample list in the Samples Documented area at the
bottom
2. Tap Remove Selected Sample. You will see the sample at the in the Sample Type
area, and any additional samples in the Samples Documented area. If there are no
duplicates, tap Save
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Note: If you accidentally save the duplicated pest, jot down the information and let your
supervisor know at the end of the day.

UNABLE TO SERVICE A TRAP
If you are unable to service a trap:
1. Select Unable to Service
2. Select a reason from the dropdown list
3. Tap Save

REPLACE A TRAP (NEW TRAP)
1. Use if Replacement Due is YES
2. Tap New Trap
3. Select the New Trap Reason from the dropdown list
4. Tap Save

REMOVE A TRAP
IMPORTANT: Traps should only be removed according to guidelines in the Insect Trapping Guide. Do
not remove a trap to relocate it.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Select trap to be removed
Tap Remove Trap
A window will pop up to confirm you want to remove the trap
Tap Remove
CalTrap confirms that the trap was removed

RELOCATE A SINGLE TRAP
1. Tap Relocate. The last trap removed will turn the site gray indicating a used site.
2. Enter the reason for relocation. CalTrap will keep track of it until you deploy it at the new site
i. To see the traps you have shelved, tap Trap Shelf in the main menu
3. Repeat this process for each trap being relocated
4. After going to the new site, tap on the Host in the map that will receive the trap
5. This will display the Deploy Trap (the same process that you have been doing for the last few
weeks)
6. Tap Deploy Trap. If you have traps on the trap shelf, you will be presented with a message
asking if you want to use those traps. Select the trap you will be using
7. You will be taken to the deploy page that you have been using
8. Select the pest
9. Tap Save
If the trap is within 500 feet of the original host, the app will warn you of the distance problem. If
needed, you may still relocate to that host.
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If trap is outside of the quint, the app will prevent you from relocating.

RELOCATE ONE OR MORE TRAPS FROM THE TRAP SHELF
1. When relocating several traps from the same site, select Deploy Another Trap before
saving. This is the same deployment process you have been using
2. Go back to same site
3. Select another trap (if it needs to be serviced follow servicing procedure), Relocate and Save
4. Select last (3rd) trap. This time, de-select Deploy Another Trap, then Save

ROTATE A TRAP
1. Tap on a site
2. Tap on host
3. Tap on trap
4. Select Rotate. CalTrap will warn you if no alternative hosts were found for rotation
5. Select new host
6. Go back and service if required
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MANAGE HOSTS
This section describes how to add, modify and delete (deactivate) a host.

Add a Host
1. Tap Manage Hosts in the Main Menu
2. Tap Add Host
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3. Tap Add New Host Location
4. Tap on a location for the tree on the map
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5. Tap on Host Location, the switch will turn green
6. Fill in the details in the Detail Display/Entry area
7. Tap Save
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If something has changed about a host, or the host is no longer available (a tree has been cut
down):
8. Tap Manage Hosts in the Main Menu
9. Tap Modify Host
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10. Tap Host in the map.
11. Update the Details that have changed in the Display/Entry area or tap Deactivate.
Note about deactivating a host: After you Save and CalTrap confirms, the host is no longer
displayed on the map. The host data is archived for historical purposes.
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HOST ADVISOR
Using Host Advisor will assist you in determining the right host for the right trap. It makes it
easier to locate nearby hosts when relocating or placing new traps.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

Tap Host Advisor
Select Pest Type
Slide Use Current Location button on to find hosts near your current spot
Tap Find Hosts
A list of available hosts displays on the left side of the screen.
Clicking on the different hosts will show you on the map the location of the chosen host.
Trap or relocate as needed
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MANAGE SITES
Add a Site
Although most Sites and Hosts have already been identified on the map in the app,
while deploying your existing traps, you may find that a site has not been defined as
viable (yellow). You may need to add it as a viable site to CalTrap.
1. Tap Manage Sites from the Main Menu.
2. Tap Create Single Site
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3. Tap Select Parcel (A parcel is property that was not previously identified as a viable trapping
site. These parcels will not be yellow in the map)
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4. Tap on a Property in the Map. This will display Site details
5. Tap Parcel Selected. The switch indicator will turn green
6. Fill in the Site Type and Permission fields and optionally, Has Dog and any Notes
7. Tap Save. Once you save, the site (property) will turn yellow in the map
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If something has changed about a site, such as the owner acquired a dog, you will use the same
basic screens with a few different choices.
1. Tap Manage Sites in the Main Menu
2. Tap Modify Single Site
3. Tap Select Site and Tap on the Property in the map
4. Update Details that have changed in the Display/Entry area
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ENDING YOUR DAY
Use this process to stop work at the end of your day, or to stop work on a route mid-day and
start a new route. When you stop work, you’ll need to have a network connection to upload
all of your trap servicing data to the main CalTrap database.
Stop Work
1. Tap the Start/End Work button in the Main Menu. CalTrap displays the Stop Work
information
2. Enter Ending Odometer reading
3. Enter Comments
4. Tap the Accuracy Statement button. This is your Electronic Signature to confirm that the
day’s work has been done
5. Tap the Stop Work button at the bottom of the screen when it becomes available
6. This will upload your work to the CalTrap server
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GETTING ACCESS TO CALTRAP
Getting Access to CalTrap
In this section you will learn how to request access to CalTrap in your county.
It is important to understand how CalTrap user access is granted. It has a few steps and can be a bit confusing at
first.
Here are the steps for a new user to get access to CalTrap:
1.

2.

First, each staff member must request an ArcGIS account. This is because CalTrap was developed on the
ArcGIS platform, and an account license is required for each individual user. Once the ArcGIS account is
established, you must request access to CalTrap in a specific county or counties. Then, you as a Trapper
will grant or deny each request in your county. Let’s dig into that.
✓

To start the process, the CalTrap Team will publish a link where your staff can fill out an online
form and request an ArcGIS account (see Request an ArcGIS Account below). Each person must
have access to an individual email account in order to get an ArcGIS account. The email can be in
your own name, or a generically named email such as Inspector1@your county’s email domain.
What really matters is that no two CalTrap users share the same email account.

✓

After you have requested your ArcGIS account, your request is reviewed by the CalTrap Team and
an ArcGIS account is created for you. You will receive an email with your new ArcGIS User ID, along
with instructions for setting up your security questions.

From here, there are two ways you can request access to your county’s CalTrap:
a. Log into your county’s CalTrap URL for the first time. CalTrap recognizes that this is a
new user and presents a form for you to request access to the rest of the CalTrap
functions. At this point you can’t get any further than submitting this form.
Once the form is filled out and saved, it goes into a queue that your supervisor
will see when they log into CalTrap Administrator. Your supervisor will grant or
deny your request for access.
b. Or you can communicate your ArcGIS User ID to your supervisor, and your supervisor
creates your access. With this option you don’t have to submit the request mentioned
in (a) above.

After you’ve been granted access to your county’s CalTrap, you’re ready to use it on your iPad.
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Request ArcGIS Account
Follow the instructions below to request your ArcGIS account. You can use the link OR the QR code; they both get
you to the request page. Please request an account even if you already had access to CalTrap in the past.

LINK: https://arcg.is/1PXOnK
OR
QR Image:

Please follow these instructions to use your camera on your iPad to read QR codes:
1. Select the camera app on your iPad
2. Make sure your camera app is on PHOTO mode
3. Hold your camera up to the QR code
4. No need to hit the shutter button, your iPad will automatically recognize the QR code and
provide you with an on-screen notification on the top of your screen:
• “WEBSITE QR CODE Open arcgis.com in Safari”
5. Tap on the notification message to open the destination in Safari web browser
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HELP
Quick Access

CalTrap Help Desk
Submit a request online: https://arcg.is/5yHnS
Phone: 1 (800) 491-1899, option 6
Email: CalTrapHelp@cdfa.ca.gov
Available weekdays 8am-5pm
Introduction
CalTrap is supported statewide by the CalTrap Help Desk located in Sacramento, CA. The Help Desk is available
from 6am-6pm weekdays to assist users with questions and problem resolution.

Submit a Help Ticket Online
You can submit a request for help online using the CalTrap Help tool on your iPad. CalTrap Help is monitored daily
by Help Desk staff. Once received, each request is addressed as quickly as possible. A staff member may call you
with a resolution or to get more information.
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